
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
ABOUT FIELD READY 
Field Ready is a non-governmental organization that is dedicated to bringing innovation to international 
disaster relief. Our vision is to meet humanitarian need by transforming logistics through technology, 
innovative design and engaging people in new ways. In the short-term, we address humanitarian and 
reconstruction needs with a unique problem-solving approach. In the long-term, we are transforming the 
way aid is delivered worldwide. The impact of this is dramatically improving efficiency in aid delivery by 
meeting people’s needs wherever they are found. Field Ready is a US-based non-profit 501c3; more 
information can be found at www.fieldready.org.   
 
POSITION SUMMARY 
Field Ready is expanding its programming in response to the number of ongoing and incipient humanitarian 
concerns worldwide. A talented engineer/maker is sought to join Field Ready’s team to help in relief, 
recovery and reconstruction activities. This is a special opportunity for someone who wants to apply their 
hard earned skills and abilities to improve people’s lives.     
 
The Manufacturing Engineer is responsible for the technical and programmatic aspects which includes: 1) 
manufacturing (“making”) items identified by affected people, partners and other Field Ready staff, 2) 
training and capacity building as needed, and 3) partner relations. The Manufacturing Engineer also has a 
number of secondary tasks such as ensuring sound program design and quality, contributing to resource 
mobilization and organizational representation.   
 
An effective Manufacturing Engineer will combine relevant technical know-how with excellent people skills. 
The best candidate will be highly adaptable and be able to get things done under the most challenging 
conditions. The exact location will be determined at the time of each assignment (the incumbent will thus 
serve in a “roving” capacity on missions lasting from 1-2 weeks up to 3-6 months at a time depending on 
programmatic and organizational need). The person hired will be expected to live/work from home when 
not deployment.  
 
RESPONSIBILITIES  
The following are illustrative responsibilities that are expected to evolve over time and depend on 
organizational and programmatic needs. The Roving Manufacturing Engineer will be expected to provide 
leadership in developing this position further.   

 Contributes to assessments and fact-finding efforts (e.g., assessing manufacturing capabilities in new 

areas, specific needs and feasibility of new initiatives); writes related updates and reports in ways that 
lead to successful planning and implementation of assistance projects.   

 Leads manufacturing efforts techniques and related interventions including assuring product and 
process quality by designing testing methods; testing finished products and process capabilities; 
complying with/establishing standards; confirming manufacturing processes.  

 Provides manufacturing decision-making information by calculating production, labor, and material 
costs; reviewing production schedules; estimating future requirements.  

 Assesses training needs, organizes and conducts training as appropriate for Field Ready staff in related 
to manufacturing and making. 
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 Develops an overall program work-plan and ensures implement their respective components according 
to agreed schedules.  

 Closely monitors program implementation and budget utilization and ensures that all program and 
spending targets for all grants are being met.  

 Ensures regular communication between different parts of the organization.  

 Takes an active role in tender document preparation, concepts and proposals, bid evaluations, 
contracting, and facilitation of contracts payments.    

 As directed, represents Field Ready and coordinates work with relevant UN agencies, NGOs and 
technical counterparts at local, state and ministerial levels. 

 Any other duties assigned.  
 
QUALIFICATIONS & CHARACTERISTICS  
 
Required (please do not apply unless you truly possess have all of these): 

 First rate “maker” and skilled in the use of a wide range of manufacturing equipment such as 3D 
printers, CNC machines, laser cutters and other fabrication tools. 

 Have an ability to see connections that leave others stumped and quickly problem-solve in very 
practical and tangible ways (this includes being able to work outside an “engineer’s mindset”).  

 Prior training delivery and mentoring experience. 

 Bachelor’s degree in relevant subject with good analytical, writing and presentation skills. 

 Consummate self-starter but also a close listener and team player. Actively promotes a congenial 
work environment.  

 Ability and willingness to travel to and work in areas without regular conveniences. 

 Commitment to humanitarian principles and an interest learning Field Ready’s approach. 

 A good sense of humor and an understanding/readiness to work with an organization experiencing 
growth. 

 
Preferred: 

 Strong connections in the maker community and ability to use those connections for the furtherance 
of Field Ready’s mission.  

 Experience in countries undergoing relief and reconstruction. 

 Appreciation of and familiarity with external communications.  

 Master’s degree in relevant subject and fluency in at least one other language. 

 Experience working with grant funds and fundraising priorities.  
 
TO APPLY 
Submit a cover letter that describes your qualifications, reasons for applying and understanding of the 
requirements outlined above. This letter should be in English and be no more than two pages. Please 
submit this cover letter along with your detailed CV to: info (at) fieldready.org. The title “Roving 
Manufacturing Engineer” must be included in the subject line.  
 
Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis until a suitable candidate is found and this notice is 
withdrawn from our website. Given the high volume of applicants we expect for this position, only short-
listed candidates will be contacted and some may be asked if they are interested in joining our roster for 
future emergency deployments. Thank you for your interest and understanding.  


